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The Early Days: A Glimpse into the Birth of World Championship

Boxing

Step into the time machine as we unravel the gripping story of how World

Championship Boxing came into existence. From its humble beginnings in the late

19th century, boxing rapidly gained popularity as a sport that showcased strength,

skill, and bravery.

1904-1946: An Era of Legends

Travel back in time to witness the rise of legendary boxers who left an indelible

mark on the history of World Championship Boxing. From Jack Johnson's historic

victory in the "Fight of the Century" to Joe Louis's remarkable reign as the

longest-reigning World Heavyweight Champion, this era was filled with iconic

matchups and unforgettable moments.
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1950-1990: The Golden Age of Boxing

Relive the mesmerizing battles between boxing icons like Muhammad Ali, Sonny

Liston, George Foreman, and Joe Frazier. Discover how these fighters captured

the hearts of millions and transformed the world of boxing forever. The thrilling

rumble in the jungle and the legendary "Thrilla in Manila" are just some of the

iconic bouts that defined this golden age.

The Modern Era: From Tyson to Mayweather

Get ready to dive into the action-packed world of modern boxing as we explore

the careers of Mike Tyson, Evander Holyfield, and Floyd Mayweather Jr. These

incredible athletes brought a new level of excitement to the sport, leaving fans on

the edge of their seats with every punch thrown. Witness the evolution of boxing

with awe-inspiring displays of speed, power, and strategy.

The Impact of World Championship Boxing: Beyond the Ring

World Championship Boxing has not only provided thrilling entertainment but has

also shaped the world outside the ring. Take a closer look at the sport's influence

on culture, politics, and society. From breaking racial barriers to promoting gender

equality, boxing has proven to be a catalyst for change throughout history.

Looking Ahead: The Future of World Championship Boxing

As we conclude this epic journey through time, we set our sights on the future of

World Championship Boxing. With emerging talents and advancing technologies,

the sport continues to captivate audiences across the globe. Brace yourself for

what lies ahead as boxing evolves to reach new heights of excitement,

athleticism, and sportsmanship.
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This epic book is the result of more than 30 years of research by world renowned

boxing historian Barry J. Hugman, who has scoured libraries, newspapers and

relevant institutions across several countries to pull together the most complete

history of world championship boxing. Invaluable assistance on early British

material has been provided by Harold Alderman MBE.

From the 1870s to October 2016 all newly discovered and known world

championship bouts, from mini fly to bantamweight, have been chronologically

listed, together with the result and brief fight summary and, where known, the

venues, scorecards and referees are provided too.
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It’s a story of amazing fights, questionable decisions, riots, police intervention,

scandals, and bravery, featuring countless legends of the ring.

This book forms one part of a unique 4-volume series which together, combining

in excess of an incredible one-and-a-quarter million words, presents the most

comprehensive history of world championship boxing ever published!

The Untold Story of Ziggy Stardust And Me
James Brandon - A Journey of Identity and
Self-Discovery
: In the realm of music, there are certain artists who transcend time and

genres, leaving an indelible mark on the history of popular culture. One

such artist is David Bowie,...

New Directions In Thin Film Nanophotonics:
Exploring the Progress in Optical Science and
Beyond
In the vast realm of nanotechnology, thin film nanophotonics has

emerged as a fascinating field of study that holds immense possibilities

for...

Discover the Profound Connection Between
Nature and Culture with this Collection of
Essays
Interpreting nature and culture is a captivating endeavor that allows us to

delve into the deep-rooted connections between our natural surroundings

and the diverse...
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Forgotten Evil Sheldon Russell - The Dark
Truth Revealed in this Gripping Tale!
The Intriguing Life and Works of Sheldon Russell Sheldon Russell, an

author known for his captivating mystery novels, has mesmerized readers

with his latest release -...

The Ultimate Guide to Radar for Mariners:
Discover What's Inside the Revised Edition
and Master the Art of Safe Navigation!
Are you a mariner seeking to enhance your navigation skills and stay safe

while sailing across the vast oceans? Look no further! The newly revised

edition of "Radar For...

Unveiling the Breathtaking Wonders of The
Malay Archipelago Volume Alfred Russel
Wallace
The Malay Archipelago Volume by Alfred Russel Wallace is a remarkable

piece of work that delves into the captivating natural history and

biodiversity of the Southeast Asian...

The Royal Navy in the Napoleonic Age - A
Voyage Back in Time
The Rise of the Royal Navy The Napoleonic Age, a period from 1793 to

1815, was a critical time for the Royal Navy. The navy played a significant

role in...
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Discover the Ultimate Jefferson City and Cole
County Missouri Fishing & Floating Guide -
Expert Tips and Techniques!
Are you a fishing enthusiast looking for the perfect destination in

Missouri? Look no further than Jefferson City and Cole County, where

your angling dreams can come true!...
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